
DEATH (WITH FOUCAULT)— 

 

If one watches him from outside, one sees how the expulsion of the 

instincts by history has transformed man almost into mere abstractis 

and shadows … For it almost seems that the task is to stand guard over 

history to see that nothing comes out of it except more history, and 

certainly no real events! 

            Nietzsche, Untimely Meditations 

 

Untimely 

     decisions      all      coming off the cross 

we backwards time (always) because René did 

Panoptics played and who would know now the twist as also the untwisted 

Difference of one     cell to another 

Touches same return to hospital he (Foucault) would begin anew  

an after-life argument (c.f. his Will) 

Sees with clear light mind for sun-eye’s illegitimate glory personification 

A subject figurehead in hairs the seeing madness then all around in the living 

Thus and to every point we make 

  allegory charges the cogitative bill 

A slurred signatory to an appalling 

 abdicating sutra of western dis-communicative (dis-embowelled) pictured bio-apostasy 

 

Now 

 strings up from an archeo generator 

To travel and lead hair’s two stances 

 proves the neck no psychic register 

A physiognomic disease ravages without debate 

But slips unconscious knowledge 

 a tone to wreck the body of human time by fugitive notes we 

dream-desire an ultima taxon to liberate our best intentions  

(c.f. ex nihil & kaput, pflghfough, Nietzche’s notes before his sister opens door for Feuer’s photo-op) 

 

 

::: 

 

Religion uses meta-anything as alibi : 

     we must believe otherwise no coherence 

 

But witness whose signature expansion sees 

Cannot be simply told occupy one cell incarcerate 



 

And these keepers of the lock-up 

Whose eyes shut by an absolute surround 

 

 have no sense or cilia arm or leg 

 so death has to be brutal and nothing else 

 

Thru things all the lie given semblance of posture 

Promulgating  inculcating  warping 

 

 tight skin and bones history 

 succubi incubi imagination’s archons 

 

Setting systems in place of judgments 

Ignorant the true controversy of nature 

 

 smash symbolic lock and key they clutch 

 an open palm restores correspondence 

 

10,000 things with like pressure of sight {} light 

 

::: 

 

Video games online experience 

Vie to poetry out of aberration Kant handed down 

Category instead of theme the larger evolution 

Determines length and breadth an open universe 

Instead      intellect was and is         to violence war 

Opposed to signature feels     reads growing community 

Released by a million mast cells likened to azote 

Never once taken up for dialectical time-share 

Materialism—here we all part ways toward an abstract 

And the addict who writes engagement’s rule 

Insidious and fueled drives a blindly rutted father 

Our moment of return       the son suborning it and us 

The truth of our legacy with starscript and the neo-liberalist water 

Celebrates lukewarm humanism 

To hook even atomic abodes of temporal causation 

For overdose not of logic but 

Source and resource  for two reside 

In end of time’s monumental totems 

Shots fired at the whole body to and fro 



Ens creatum an epoch limited to know inseam 

The fold each marcated constellation  

Cornell-wise as Cervantes’s broom-clues 

Replace aura with aural (tables turned as in the transponding scale of a box) 

 

::: 

Part 4 Foucault 

So now our ability must stay the beginning 

Not to become lifestyle 

 

Opens eye-bottom 

The top  eye of sides middle 

Third eye  blind or all-seeing 

 

Never shut down pre- 

Cluded synaptial medicine 

Looks at  not to          mere specimens 

 

::: 

“But, besides real diseases, we are subject to many that are only 

imaginary, for which the physicians have invented imaginary cures; … 

“… their predictions in real diseases, when they rise to any degree of malignity, generally 

portending death, which is always in their power, when recovery is not: and therefore, … rather 

than be accused as false prophets, they know how to approve their sagacity to the world, by a 

seasonable dose.”    Swift, Gulliver’s Travels 

::: 

[untitled] (pharmacy), Joseph Cornell, 1942.    

Stars rhyme with jars  ‘source and resource’          turn and re-turn 

over and over   til red sand contrasts black coal o’er it 

specimen glints (red)—hair feather straw thread wave 

in bottom row save  a cabinet charged saw 

depth universal mystery sweep applies death-cure 

specific weep for the small scene   a seein’ keep (clink-sink issues again 

balm yet all sew blame) 

 



 

::: 

Obvious matters most who won’t accounting keep 

Appendage to their worlds but in miniature psychosis mund in mundanity 

Alike more equal uncountable perspectives the bodily sluice keep 

Storied no longer tallies attainable quotient 

Horse knowing much more than Yahoo 

We choose Mind to glean not handless prehensile measure 

Unacknowledged genealogies  

Of magic and apparent aberration 

But hoof and scuff and scrawl 

A delimiting lens-epoch 

 

 

 

 

 

 


